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Too Easy Tours
Welcome Your Too Easy Tour Adventure Awaits !
G'day guys captain Andy here, if your reading this book like me you have
a keen sense of adventure and love to explore. This guide has been
personally designed for anybody who is thinking of traveling to Australia
for an adventure of a life time. In this guide we will taking you out on to
famous Gold Coast Broadwater which showcases incredible islands and
stunning wildlife. On this tour you will be riding on one of our high powered
jet skis, they are quick nimble and able to access areas that others would
only dream of. Since a young age I have always had a fascination with the
sea and have been lucky enough to grow up around boats and jet skis
which has become a strong passion of mine. Since moving from the UK to
Australia some years ago that passion has become even stronger with the
beautiful shorelines and views that Australia has to o er. Since my arrival
and being surrounded by so much beauty I decided to turn my passion
into a business and have launched a company called "Too Easy Tours"
which is a jet ski adventure company based on the Gold Coast o ering full
guided jet ski tours around the Broadwater and surrounding islands.

www.tooeasytours.com

Too Easy Tours
The Gold Coast Broadwater , also known as Southport
Broadwater , Gold Coast Harbour and The Broadwater , is a large
shallow estuary of water located in the Gold Coast district o f South East
Queensland, Australia. The estuary reaches from Southport in the south,
to the southern section of Moreton Bay in the north. The only thing
Separating the Coral Sea and the Broadwater is a thin strip of land
called Stradbroke Island, Due to the colossal size of the Broadwater it not
only comes under the Gold Coast region but also stretches all the way up
as far as the Morton Bay region.
The Broadwater its self is surrounded by a variety of natural as well as man
made islands such as wave break island which was created in 1985 to
protect the foreshore of the Broadwater and shelter it from the crashing
waves rolling in from the Corel sea.
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Due to the large amount of islands and sheltered waters The Broadwater
has become a popular destination for boats and jet skis enthusiasts who
are looking to explore and take in the breath taken views that the Gold
Coast and Southern Morton Bay region has to offer.
The purpose of this book is to illustrate just how many hidden wonders
there are in and around The Broadwater from a Tour guides view.
Not only will I provide a little history but I aim take you on a trip across the
Broadwater and tell you about some of the must see destinations on the
w
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Their are many islands that surround the Broadwater including Wave
Break, The Sovereigns, Coomera, Crusoe, Eden, Stingray, Paradise,
Kangaroo, Woongoompa and both North and South Stradbroke Island.
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Well that's enough history for now, get that sun screen on, let's get these
skis in the water, mount up and let's get this adventure of a life time
underway...
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